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Reconfiguration
[excerpt]
J ulie t Jac q ue s

from Variations, a collection of short stories to be published by Influx Press in June 2021

Journal of British Sexology, xi (2017), 67-79. Printed in the United Kingdom.

can assure anyone whom you refer to me that they will be met with the
utmost sensitivity.’3

Havelock Ellis, Eonism and Sexual Inversion:
The emergence of female-to-male culture
in inter-war Britain

Haire sent ‘the daughter of a friend in the medical profession, living in
south Wales, who has always had a rather mannish demeanour’ – this
friend being a doctor, employed at St Mary’s Hospital in Paddington,
who had helped Haire to settle after his move from Australia to London.

This article documents a case history recently discovered in the archive of Havelock
Ellis (1859-1939), related to Eonism (1928) but not included in his published text.
It incorporates some of Ellis’s letters (of which he kept copies), as well Ellis’s notes on
several conversations with an individual known only as R.

[…]
Ellis and R.
On 4 February 1927, Ellis wrote to fellow sexologist Dr Norman
Haire,1 asking for help in finding ‘more female Eonists … who want to
dress as, or be like men’ to test his theory ‘from the opposite direction’
and help him ‘to establish whether medical or psychological support
would be most appropriate’. He wrote: ‘I am more sympathetic to Dr.
Hirschfeld’s overall approach’ (of asking people about their impulses
and drawing conclusions from their statements) than that of KrafftEbing,2 ‘who believed cross-dressing a step ‘on the road to insanity’’
(and treated any correspondence on the matter accordingly), ‘so you

[…]
Ellis’s first notes on this daughter, recorded only as ‘R.’ are dated 16
March 1927.4 They are part of a file that includes his correspondence
with Haire, records on his own contributions to the dialogue
(sometimes fully written up in the first person, in which case they are
presented here as such; sometimes in a more fragmentary form, in
which they are worked in my narration) and direct transcripts of R.’s
testimony, starting with the below:
‘I was born in Cardiff, twenty-nine years ago, to parents who already had a
three-year-old son, Clifford, and loved us both dearly. My father was a doctor,
discussed in our area in the highest regard, and he met my mother when she
was working as a medical secretary – she left her job when Cliff was born to
devote herself to raising a family. My father worked long hours, and would

3

Norman Haire, born Norman Zions (1892-1952) – one of Britain’s most prominent
inter-war sexologists.

1

Richard von Krafft-Ebing (1840-1902), Austro-German psychiatrist, and author of
Psychopathia Sexualis (1886). Although this book was aimed at psychiatrists, physicians,
and judges, it popularised the terms ‘Sadism’ and ‘Masochism’, although Freud’s idea that
homosexuality was a psychological phenomenon eclipsed his theory of it as a biological
anomaly.

2

3

Ellis to Haire, 4 February 1927.

All attempts to trace R. have, thus far, been unsuccessful. There is only one ‘Clifford’
listed as having died at Gallipoli with the South Wales Borderers, and he had no sisters,
so it is likely that Ellis (or R.) used a pseudonym to avoid detection. A search of the
1901, 1911 and 1921 censuses has not yielded anyone whose name begins with
R. who fits the details in this case history, and so R.’s identity will probably remain a
mystery. (Perhaps Ellis chose to use ‘R.’ as a coded reference to Radclyffe Hall – or,
just as likely, to R’s youthful choice of ‘Robert’.) Although it may be an anachronism, we have opted for the gender-neutral pronoun they (singular) to describe R.
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sometimes go back to London, or elsewhere, for conferences, so I spent far
more time with my mother, who took Cliff and me to Church every Sunday,
and often read to me. My favourites were always the adventure stories that my
father had bought for Cliff; I loved to imagine myself as the sea-captains or
explorers in those books.
‘Soon, I found that I wanted to dress like these characters, rather than like
my father. He wanted Cliff to become a doctor too, and my parents gave him
an education not just in medicine, but also the arts. They were very proud
that he was accepted into school at Cowbridge. Whenever I could, I wore his
clothes – not just his uniform, although I wished I could have the schooling
that he did, especially when I tried on his tie and blazer – but also his shirts
and trousers. As a boy, I called myself Robert, and invented a life for myself,
where I went to university, and then to sea, exploring the world with gay
abandon. One time, my father came home early from watching a rugby match,
and found me dressed as Robert. I thought he would be furious, but he just
laughed and told that those clothes weren’t for me. I think he thought I was
just having some harmless fun.’

Ellis’s transcript of R.’s dialogue included his interjections, which were
mostly brief questions.

develop, and I had bigger problems than what was on my head. I often grew
angry, quickly, over very little, and she would tell me that wasn’t how young
ladies were supposed to behave, which just made it worse. At this point, I
began to dream not only about being a man, but also about a young lady,
Marianne, the daughter of my father’s partner at his practice. She looked like a
heroine from an Austen novel – flowing, strawberry-blonde hair and the most
feminine figure – and as soon as we met, I realised that everything I didn’t
want to be, I found desirable.’

Ellis asked about dreams: if R. was ‘a man or a woman’ in them, and if
Marianne ever appeared.
‘It was never clear … I was in my body, and very aware of that, but never of
the clothes I was wearing, and in fact the whole world around me felt drained
of colour and devoid of sound, as if I were trapped in a moving picture. I
would be on a train, alone, looking for the conductor, as I feared that I had
missed my stop. Whichever way I approached, his back was turned, and
nothing persuaded him to face me. The train only moved faster, whistling as it
hurtled through our stop, and I caught just a glimpse of Marianne sitting on
the platform, looking as alone as I felt, but in her summer finery, her hair the
most brilliant auburn, and usually, I woke up before the whistle blew and the
engine smashed into a bricked-up tunnel.’

[…]
‘You admired the swash-buckling types, rather than the ones with
hum-drum jobs?’ asked Ellis. R. laughed, affirmatively. ‘Were those
the kind of people you were attracted towards? Or did you imagine
yourself as an adventurer with a beautiful wife?’
‘I was too young to think about anything like that! In my fantasies, I was
always in the company of men, crossing the Arctic or captaining a ship towards
unchartered lands. My mother detested it when I acted like a young man – we
would have fearful rows about the length of my hair, which I always wanted
cut short. Eventually, I won that argument, but then my breasts started to
5

Ellis did not analyse this dream, saying only that its meaning was ‘rather
obvious’. Instead, he asked if R, had any dreams of being ‘more
masculine’, or of intimacy with Marianne – and if they tended to occur
simultaneously.
‘Yes, but not as often as I wished. Just once, a fragment of a wedding. I have
never cursed my body more for removing me from a fantasy as I did in that
moment, in the middle of the night, and of course when I got back to sleep,
it was unrecoverable … It was magnificent, but always so miserably fleeting.’

[…]
6

‘I don’t know why I felt like this – still feeling in my mind that I would like to
meet a man and marry, and sometimes meeting men who I genuinely considered
handsome, but in my heart, knowing that such a life was categorically not for
me. My parents, my grandparents and my brother did not seem to feel this
way, and I often wished that I could feel as comfortable as my mother, or
Marianne – I wanted to tell her how much I adored her, but it always felt
doomed. In any case, the news that Cliff had been killed at Gallipoli soon
overshadowed this. My dreams intensified: I found myself on the front,
rushing towards the German guns, a man not unlike my brother, or our friends
in the South Wales Borderers who died with him, bolting awake when the
bullet hit my heart … And I wondered if my desire to be a man was a wish to
replace him, my desire for Marianne a wish to have the family that he might
have … and then I remembered that those dreams had been there for years.’

[…]
With his customary gentleness, Ellis encouraged R. to talk about life
after the end of the conflict. He was rewarded with far greater openness
from his analysand:
‘Cliff’s death made me feel that I should liberate myself as much as possible,
because one never knows what’s coming next. But as soon as I found the
courage to tell Marianne how I felt, she said that she had fallen in love with
a young doctor – the kind of handsome, self-assured fellow I had come to
envy more than anyone – and soon they were engaged. There were a few
women with whom I had passing relations, usually people I met through my
work as a medical secretary. They never lasted longer than a couple of nights,
or a couple of weeks, but relations nonetheless. They would start with a
friendly but conventional greeting, glances that lasted just a little too long, an
awkward smile returned with an enthusiastic one, jubilant agreements to meet
in the little coffee shop at the station, long walks and then furtive encounters
at whoever’s home was empty, and bitterly, we found that often, nobody’s
home was … They fell apart for different reasons, greater than the lack of a
room: we worried about what would happen if our families or friends found
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out, and our shared anxieties pushed us apart; they were more interested in
men and didn’t take me so seriously. I still longed for Marianne, even though I
knew it was impossible, as I didn’t even see her any more – I think she, or her
family, knew how I felt about her, and kept her away from me. I struggled to
sleep every night, broken, and fearful of how my loss would express itself in
my nightmares.
‘My parents wanted me to marry and have children – even more so after we
lost Cliff. They tried to find me a suitor – another family friend’s son, Gwyn,
five years my senior, who had returned from the war, which had interrupted
his Classics degree at Oxford. They introduced us over dinner, and I could see
what was happening straight away – my mother had constantly been asking
me when I might meet a man and start a family. I could not find the heart
to tell her the truth, so she kept pushing, and Gwyn was a frequent visitor,
wanting to take me to balls, treat me to expensive meals and so on. I kept up
the charade for months, trying to convince myself that I could love him, but I
could not bear to let him touch me. After a couple of cold, fumbling attempts,
I began to wonder if he too might have been an invert, but I never wanted to
ask, of course. We slept in separate beds whenever we had to spend the night
together: it was my suggestion, but he never challenged it, and although we
never raised it, I suspected that he felt the same way about things between us
as I did: a kind, courteous friendship that was, at its heart, empty.
‘At the same time, I began to think less about Marianne, and more of how I
could change this situation, and yet how disappointed my parents would feel
once they knew that I would not give them grandchildren. I met another
woman, Clare, who had recently moved from London to Cardiff to work for
the Labour Party. She told me about balls in London where women could
meet and dance together, how her friends would sometimes go to Paris or
Berlin where it was easier to be honest about who they loved, and showed
me some magazines that she kept hidden in her little apartment in Park
Place. Clare made me forget about Marianne – she was beautiful in the same
feminine way but more open with her emotions, helping me to express myself
too. When Gwyn was away, she took me to London and we danced together.
I borrowed a suit from Richard, a male invert that she knew. I felt and looked
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resplendent in traditional black tie, and that one night of waltzing with Clare
in her beautiful ballgown, me taking the lead and then staying at Richard’s
house and strapping something to my waist so that I could make love to her.
For both of us, it was heaven, for me because I’d never had the chance to
be ‘the man’ with a woman before, and for her because she had never found
anyone who had wanted to do that with her … We kept meeting whenever we
could, asking each other if there was any way that we could make a life together,
maybe in Wales. Soon, the only time I would only think about Gwyn was
when Clare and I talked of how I might tell him and my family about what I
really wanted to do, wondering how much easier it would be if I were Gwyn,
and if a lady like Clare were taken with me … And that was when Gwyn
proposed to me.

‘Once she had calmed down, my mother suggested I see a psychoanalyst.
We found someone in Bristol, but I soon realised that this was not for me.
Everything came back to my mother – his speculation about her being
inverted, my desire to replace my father, or my brother, my jealousy of their
anatomy, all that nonsense. After lots of time and money, my father said that I
should meet his friend – Dr. Haire. After all, my father had a passing interest
in sexology – he kept a few works in his library, and on my first visit, Dr. Haire
lent me a copy of Sexual Inversion so I could read about other women like
me.5
‘I told Dr. Haire that I had always been drawn towards women – nervously,
as the psychoanalyst had talked of perversion and pathology, and I had left his
care worried about what might happen to me. Dr. Haire told me to relax – it
was not illegal for women to love each other – but he understood that just
because the law does not pay much attention to us, that does not always mean
that society will be forgiving. Being open about it might cost me my family,
my job, or my social standing, he said, and that would make life difficult even
if I had support from Clare, and from her friends that I had met in London.

‘From the way our conversation went, I immediately realised that I was wrong
to think that Gwyn was an invert. I hesitated, and the look in his eyes betrayed
him. I saw this desperation, a loneliness, because he had never met a woman
who listened to him, who understood him, and over the time we’d spent, I had
come to see him as a very dear friend. I’d become a confidante for him, and
maybe that was more important for him than anything else, but for me, that
didn’t mean love. As his face broke into a half-smile, I just said “I can’t”. I tried
to embrace him, hoping that he would realise that it wasn’t him, but he ran
out of the room, weeping. Immediately, my thoughts turned to my parents,
and how I would explain.

‘I told Dr. Haire that I thought all this was especially cruel as I had never
really felt like a woman. He asked what I meant, and I said that I had never
liked doing all the things that women are supposed to do – wearing dresses,
making the home, and so forth. “Just because you don’t feel drawn to ‘the
feminine’ doesn’t mean that you’re not a woman,” he said, and told me to
elaborate. I told him about how Clare liked it when I penetrated her, and
was happy for me to keep my hair short and go around in trousers, but that
she wanted to be with a woman. Dressing in the manner I did – feeling the
manner I did – didn’t mean that I wasn’t a woman, she insisted. I wondered
how much she loved me for my mind, especially as she never seemed too
excited about the poetry that I wrote, and Dr. Haire told me to think more
about my body. Was my discomfort with being a woman about my sex? Did
I have “penis envy?” If so, why? How long had I felt like this, beyond my
youthful dressing-up?

‘I didn’t have to, though. When the subject came up, my mother said: “It’s
Clare, isn’t it?” I nodded, and she said, “I knew it,” more in resignation than
anger. “I can’t help it,” I told her, and I went to see Clare, staying at her house
for several days.’

[…]
At Haire’s suggestion, Ellis asked questions about R.’s acquaintance
with Haire, and about how much R. knew of his own previous works,
and of sexology and psychoanalysis in general:
5

9

Note that Hirschfeld’s Transvestites was not translated into English until 1991.
10

‘I couldn’t separate that childish behaviour – which Dr. Haire said was very
common in little girls, most of whom don’t grow up to be inverts – from those
dreams that I mentioned, my desire for Marianne, for Clare and those other
women, or from my aversion to being seen or treated like a lady. I liked the
magazines that Clare had shown me – certainly, I saw more of myself there
than anywhere else, but still, I never felt like the women in their pages, no
matter how I tried. I began to wonder: was I drawn to men after all? As well
as women? At this point, Dr. Haire said that you were the best person in the
country to talk to about all this, and promised to refer me.’

Whilst Ellis was conducting this research, Radclyffe Hall asked him
to write an introduction to The Well of Loneliness. Hall described Ellis
as ‘the greatest living authority on the tragical problem of sexual
inversion’ and wanted her narrative authenticated as something that
‘could itself stand as an inverted case history.’8 Ellis obliged, and
discussed Hall’s manuscript with R. – a conversation that may have
inspired him to say The Well of Loneliness presented, ‘in a completely
faithful and uncompromising form, one particular aspect of sexual
life as it exists among us today’ in response to the Sunday Express’
campaign to ban it on its publication.9 He spoke to R. about this in a
new transcript, made on 19 August 1927:

Ellis asked if wanting to be a man meant wanting to be the dominant
partner in a lesbian relationship, and taking typically male social roles.
R. said Yes, but Ellis sensed that R.’s ‘inversion’ ran deeper than a
desire to adopt masculine costume and mannerisms. In Eonism,
Ellis specified ‘two main types’: ‘the most common’, in which ‘inversion
is mainly confined to the sphere of clothing’, and the other, ‘less
common but more complete, in which … the subject so identifies
[with] the opposite sex that he feels really to belong to that sex’,
albeit with ‘no delusion regarding his anatomical conformation’.6 Ellis
asked R. which type felt most appropriate. R. insisted: ‘The second.’
He then asked, ‘Would you like surgery to give you a male body?’ R.
replied ‘Yes’. It was a response that entangled Ellis’s old and new ideas
still further: for the first time, Ellis had met someone who had ‘moved
from psychological inversion towards physical inversion’, but, he told
Haire, he was ‘still struggling for the terminology’ to adequately
differentiate between these desires.7

Ellis asked R. about the possibility of living as a man, taking a male
name and wearing men’s clothes, without surgical intervention. The
latter would be expensive to obtain, most likely involving a trip to

[…]

8

Ellis, H. (1936) ‘Eonism and Other Supplementary Studies’ in Studies in the Psychology
of Sex, Vol. III, Part Two. New York: Random House, p. 36.

6

‘I saw more of myself in [The Well of Loneliness] than in any other story I’ve
read. But I suppose the only thing that’s even a little like it is The Picture of
Dorian Gray and, well, it’s not the same … I liked the way Stephen found out
about inversion from reading her father’s medical books … even if she had the
chance to live in London and write novels in a way that I never did. I didn’t
think Stephen was happy to be in no-man’s-land, and the ending make me
cry10 – I’ve never had the strongest of faiths but I’ve always felt like I was being
tested, and so I have talked to God so often, asking to be like the other girls
at school, and then to be like the boys at Cliff’s school, or the men at father’s
practice …’

Prosser, J. (1998) Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality. Columbia
University Press: New York/ Chichester, p. 157.

9

http://spartacus-educational.com/Wradclyffe.htm, accessed 10 August 2018.

The novel concludes with Stephen’s prayer: ‘Give us also the right to our existence!’
Hall, R. (1997) The Well of Loneliness. Virago: London, p. 447.
10
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Ellis to Haire, 16 May 1927.
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Germany for an experimental procedure.
‘Of course, I have often thought about living like a man, as much as
possible. I would call myself Robert and dress only in clothes from a tailor,
like Stephen Gordon. But I would have to start again elsewhere. How would
I tell my employer that I was coming back as a man? I know that it was more
common before the war, but wouldn’t it be strange now for them to have a
male secretary? And then there are my parents – especially my mother. I think
they would conclude that I was reacting to Cliff’s death, trying to replace him
somehow … And then Clare …’

Recalling R’s statement that Clare wanted ‘to be with a woman’, Ellis
asked if any relationship could be more important than feeling content
in one’s own body. (His handwritten notes on the typed-up conversation
made a frustrated note on his own ‘impotence’ and ‘useless attraction
to inverts’ – most likely a reference to his marriage to the women’s rights
activist and open lesbian Edith Lees, which lasted from 1891 until Lees’
death in 1916, despite the husband and wife not living in the same
property.) R. said:
‘Could I be happy in myself if I had to sacrifice the love of my life? Because
I really fear that I would have to do so. I would have to find a completely
different type of woman, who wasn’t an invert but accepted that I had not
always been a man. But if I could be completely male …’

By now, Ellis was convinced that R.’s desires were sincere. They talked
about the implications of acting upon them: the possibility of familial
estrangement and being socially ostracised, as well as potential
hardships in maintaining a relationship or employment. None of this
was certain, Ellis insisted; people’s reactions would be impossible to
predict. Unlike a relationship, however, it would not be possible for R.
to keep this transition secret from certain people, and so some difficult
conversations became necessary. The toughest, they both knew, would
13

be with R.’s parents. Aware that his presence would provide greater
authority, R. asked Ellis if he could join them. Although he worried
that this may break a boundary between the professional and personal
that he had long struggled to maintain, Ellis agreed, and he sent a
description of their meeting to Haire, which he kept in his case notes.
I travelled to Cardiff to meet R.’s mother and father, who are ageing, but not
entirely set in their ways – although I worried that they would react badly
to R. bringing a sexologist, and might instead want R. to try again with a
psychoanalyst. As a former doctor, at least, R.’s father seemed aware that
we were discussing not so much a psychological ailment as a physical one,
and that any treatment would be experimental – and possibly dangerous. As
anticipated, it was R.’s mother who found it hardest to acknowledge R.’s
decision. At first, her accusations were aimed at her long-standing and loving
husband, not only for his prolonged absences during R.’s formative years, but
also for his indifference towards R.’s youthful cross-dressing and masculine
self-presentation in adulthood. R. tried to convince her that this was not her
husband’s fault, to little avail; instead, R.’s mother asked if Clare had ‘led you
astray,’ as it was ‘only natural for [Clare] to wish there was a man’ in their
relationship. This hurt R. above all else, given how difficult this subject had
been to broach, and I had to answer on R.’s behalf, insisting that R.’s bodily
and romantic desires were not inherently linked.
It was only when I insisted that R.’s desires were not as unusual as they might
seem that R.’s mother broke down in tears of self-recrimination: bitter regrets
about not raising R. to be more feminine, and that she was not able to
persuade R. to marry Gwyn, who, she said, ‘would have supported you for
life’. In the silence that followed – just a moment, but one that felt like an
age – she looked up and said, ‘Dear Lord, you have already taken my son …’
and, through her tears, ‘why are you taking my daughter as well?’ She refused
her husband’s hand, and as R. rushed towards the bathroom, I knew I had to
interject.
I decided that first, I would assure her that other people had undergone such
procedures and not just survived, but lived fuller, richer lives as a result. I
14

praised R.’s bravery, and clarity of decision-making – nobody would undertake
this, I said, unless they were completely certain in their decision. The cause
might remain the subject of speculation, I continued, but that is for the
sexologists. For everyone else in R.’s life, it would be best to offer support; ‘I
appreciate that it might be daunting, but if you can find that in your heart,’ I
told R.’s mother, ‘you will be rewarded with a level of love and kindness that
you could never previously have imagined. There is nothing more I can add,
but I wish you every happiness.’11

1936, Broster’s operations on British women’s champion javelin-thrower
and shot-putter Mark Weston, who was assigned female at birth,
became global news. Weston was intersex; there is no evidence that
Broster worked with transsexual people. However, Ellis’s suggestion
that R. meet Broster to discuss what might be possible only made
matters more complicated, as the final transcript of R.’s testimony,
dated 18 July 1928, makes clear:

Ultimately, Ellis’s intervention worked. He told Haire that while their
relationship did not become as warm as they had hoped, R. avoided
permanent estrangement from their family – partly because Ellis
promised not to publish anything that would make them identifiable.

‘I made dinner for Clare and told her that I had something serious to tell
her. She looked aghast: I think she thought I wanted to end things. So, I
opened by saying, “I hope you can come with me …” and then I struggled
to find the words. Finally, I managed to utter: “I’ve spoken to a surgeon …”
And I watched her eyes, expecting them to fill with tears, but she hadn’t yet
understood what I was saying, and I thought I should retreat. As I hesitated,
she asked why.

Having previously tried to raise his patient’s hopes of getting surgery,
Ellis spent more time exploring the possibility of achieving it in Britain,
discussing the latest innovations in Germany with Haire in his letters.12
The expertise that might have allowed this was not far off: South
African-born surgeon Lennox Broster, based at Charing Cross Hospital,
told Ellis that he had recently operated on a fifteen-year-old, raised as
female, who had experienced virilisation – that is, deepening of the
voice, clitoral enlargement and increased muscle strength.13 Broster
removed an enlarged adrenal gland but realised that its size was caused
not by a tumour, but hyperplasia (an increase in organic tissue from
cell proliferation). Broster continued his work on hyperplasia but also
pioneered hormonal and surgical treatment to intersex patients –
however, these breakthroughs were not made for nearly a decade. In
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Ellis to Haire, 16 September 1927.

12

Ellis to Haire, 3 October 1927.

13

Broster to Ellis, 23 October 1927.

‘I said I couldn’t keep lying to everyone. She still didn’t know what I meant.
“His name is Dr. Broster … He’s looking at how to help women … who feel like
… they should be … men.” Now I saw a reaction: a strange mixture of anger,
fear, and sadness, like she was staring at someone who had killed the woman
she loved. In a sense, she was. “Can … can they even do that?” she asked.
“Not yet,” I said. “But they can make the body more comfortable.” She asked
what I meant. I said they could stop me bleeding, and give me a man’s chest, if
nothing else … And she said that she had never wanted to be with a man, not
once. As I anticipated, she was giving me a clear choice.
‘But what if I could be a man in public and a woman in private? It wasn’t what
I wanted, I said, but maybe there was a way of compromising, especially as
Dr. Broster said that he didn’t know if full surgery might be possible during my
life … But it was too late; those words had left my lips. Clare said she needed
time to think, but I don’t know why, I could see that her mind was already
set. I went home, and wept, wondering what my parents would say; I did not
see Clare for several days, and when I did, she told me that she no longer felt
the same about me. Not just because of what I had said, but because I didn’t
discuss it with her before I saw Dr. Broster …’
16
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With Ellis’s help, R. planned for a new life. We know from another
letter to Haire that R. continued work as a medical secretary and saved
up for a hysterectomy, gonadectomy and mastectomy,14 but Ellis’s
notes and letters do not record any attempt to have phalloplasty. There
was no suggestion that such a procedure would be possible any time
soon: it was only after the war that Michael Dillon became the first
transsexual man to undergo such a procedure. Ellis’s final notes record
that R. had the planned surgeries at an unnamed hospital – most
likely Charing Cross – and then moved to Rhyl, living as a man,
finding work at a library and, as far as we can tell, no longer being
involved with the sexological world.

beyond him (and, realistically, any one individual).16

By the end, Ellis felt that he had become far too entangled with
R.’s personal life. He had gone far beyond the kind of detached
observation and analysis that characterised his Studies in the Psychology
of Sex, but told Haire that ‘while I may have over-stepped the mark,
both in my talk with R.’s parents and in my conviction that R. could
help me to move well beyond Dr. Hirschfeld’s insights … I have few
regrets about providing such assistance to R., and if time were not
so pressing, I would readily do so again, although without investing
so much hope of confirming my theory of “Eonism”, at least not for
female Eonists.’15 However, there is no mention in Ellis’s archives of
any serious attempt to return to the subject of gender variance in any
papers relating to the final decade of his life. He might have become
even more important to British transgender history had he done so,
but by this point, Grosskurth suggests, he realised that his youthful
aim of solving the many problems of human sexual behaviour was

[…]

14

Ellis to Haire, 4 September 1928.

15

Ellis to Haire, 18 September 1928.

Perhaps, too, Ellis did not want the kind of attention that had come
with Sexual Inversion. He was called as the star witness in the obscenity
trial pursued against The Well of Loneliness in November 1928, around
the same time as Eonism was published. Trying to avoid becoming too
closely associated with the subject of homosexuality or ‘gross indecency’,
Ellis pulled out of the Hall trial. Haire replaced Ellis in the witness box
and argued (contrary to what R. had agreed with Ellis in private) that
homosexuality was congenital, and that one could no more ‘catch’ it
by reading books than one could contract syphilis in this manner.

16

Grosskurth, P. (1980) Havelock Ellis: A Biography. London: Allen, p. xv.Lane, p188.
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The Anti-monarchical Electress of the
Revolutionary Communist Republic Drops
Hirre Booke in Hirre Soup
S h o l a von Re inh old

an abridged early draft/sketch from a piece started in response to a commission by Jamie Crewe

lack Pastorals!
		
Black Blooms!
		
Black Idylls!
		
Black
Luminaries! Black Bloomsbury! Black
Arcadia! Black Arts! & Black Ornament!
No, shee didn’t realise how pathetic all hirre friends were until they
fell under the spell of that pale-glow demagogue across the table
who was moderately striking but terrified everyone with his stupid
opinions which were only verbal stunts converted into ideologies – a
social technique learnt from Before.
Their constant melting and quaking was unbearable. So shee returned
to perusing a very old booke from two thousand and nine teen or
thereabouts:

Tragedy & Comedy but also, Elegy, Satire, Epic etc are
identified as the archetypal forms which underwrite
the western literary canon. Archetypal in that we know
them. They are familiar to ‘us’. Deemed universal. Not
sure how far this ‘universal’ is supposed to stretch tbh but
it’s true that these forms cannot necessarily be dismissed
as Eurocentric tripe (even if such classifications can be
more generally) since, let’s face it sweeties, they probably
were invented by Black and brown people from outside
(and inside) the Occident.
Apparently, amongst these ancient forms, there was/
is also the Pastoral which, even a little fringe in ancient
times, has receded from contemporary purview.

®
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says a scholar: ‘Recent theorists have argued persuasively that
the pastoral should be recognized as one of the universal “types of literature—
like tragedy, comedy, novel, romance, satire, and elegy—which have genericsounding names but which are more inclusive and general than genres
proper.” They contend that the pastoral is an undying mode of literature
(the term I have been using), which takes on different characteristics in different
times and cultures. Despite these “different images and nomenclature,” the
“relationships and values” of the pastoral remain constant. In whatever
manifestation, the pastoral is an attitude toward life that favors freedom
over responsibility, leisure over labor, retirement over engagement, desire over
sublimation, friendship over family, the past over the future, and art above all.’

The pastoral, it is said, rose up in despair to contend with
the irresistible epic which dominated and continues to
dominate the cultural imagination (or at least a certain
version of the epic).
When we encounter the Pastoral, our critical apparatus
is largely ill-equipped for experiencing it all calibration
and no captivation! Its presence confounds established
taste mechanisms/buds (generally, it is either too sweet,
rich, floral, perfumed, delicate, artificial, unnatural,
over-refined, over-iced, overgilt or o.t.t). This explains
the vicious circle in which it became almost instantly
ensnared from conception-point – it is less likely to be
produced because it is less likely to be met well by
criticism because critics are less likely to understand it (v,
v Sontag on the cult of interpretation/hermeneutics, no?
Even though that was the ‘60s she was almost definitely
talking about today’s Guardian culture-vultures and
critics who ask, ‘what does it mean?’ of all art, reducing it
to a partly-hidden answer, making it hard for art which
doesn’t operate on those terms i.e. operates aesthetically/
poetically, even though near the end she shoots the sort
of work which, arguably, most stands to benefit, encounter
‘liberation’ through non-hermeneutic criticism, in the
back, in favour of masc abstract art. I mean in On Style
and Against Interpretation. Work which is involved in
the aesthetic; extra-aesthetic. She calls it ‘stylisation’)
thus less frequently encountered, more odd and frivolousseeming, easier to write-off when it arises.
There’s also the way some people – critics, readers –
describe unassimilable content...I’m thinking partly of
surrealism or magical realism – a kind of really annoying
relation to these things or elements of them within
a work which is like ‘oh it’s just the vibe,’ or ‘oh it’s
surrealism you don’t need to know...’, or ‘oh the artist

was probably on drugs’ or ‘oh it’s just dreamlike/based
on the writer’s dreams’ – a way of not having to really
engage with these aspects like they’re not ‘real’ bits of
the work...are decorative features (for these people
decorative features are always dismissible), wayward
stylistic elements...It’s almost as annoying as that awful
reduction, in some way rooted in the opposite impulse:
‘why did this character do this when it contradicts
this?’ ‘what happened here, why is this not explained?’,
sometimes these kinds of question can be enjoyable, part of
a generative, immersive escape. But as an interrogative
method: normally tedious, issuing from a desire not to feel
anything which throws up ambivalence or encourages the
taking in of more than one thing. So these two ways of
reading both work – often collaboratively – to suppress a
certain kind of content, to drag a work into the very
grooves and channels it’s being assiduously trying to
move outside of.
But if the pastoral has been marginal in its reception,
formally, there is something divergent, askew and marginal

l

about it and its concerns/interests/arrangement.
This
marginality seems to be a feature of the pastoral throughout
history, but this is not to make any essentialists claims
for it. It never is. Rather it suggests the culture of
reception hasn’t changed much in the west for millennia
when it comes to formal assessments of the pastoral, or
it means that recent centuries’ retroactive prioritisation
of things (aka History) makes it seem so. Either way
it sounds like it was always very Queer which would be

l

Says a scholar: The Pastoral mode likes to ‘focus on the incidentals of
landscape, atmosphere, and scenery; and [the pastoralist’s] persistent inattention
to the traditional novelistic elements of plot and character are indicative of
the pastoral’s programmatic debunking of epic values and conventions.’

anachronistic, making it even queerer. (It happens to deal
in anachronisms (subject/style/theme/whatever) a lot.)

Nowadays, The Pastoral orbits its associates, a small
group of friends who think of themselves as Queer Theory.

We could bring several categories – pastoral, camp,
decadence, under an umbrella of the hyperaesthetic – a
mode which brings stylistic queries to the fore, but also
goes beyond that into realms of stylistic excrescence.

Queer Theory are secretly jealous of The Pastoral for
living *authentically* (but the Pastoral is sick of this life)
and this group also hates The Pastoral for not abiding
their attentiveness to novel rules which The Pastoral, for
all their effort, cannot quite seem to keep up with and
seems to be the perpetrator of a new scandal every week.
It’s funny because The Pastoral is renowned for never
being behind (only elegantly belated).

It doesn’t have to be visual – an ornamental tumble of
ideas, aphorism, elaborate and askew thoughts, turning,
twisting, flourishes, flicking, odd angles and unexpected
passages – again...very queer.
The hyperaesthetic is a branch of the Poetic the Poetic
is probably averse to having branches or being a branch
or related to this kind of categorisation but... Both are
inoperable – disobedient – when it comes to a certain kind
of trash criticism fuelled by a relentless will to reduce
(interpretive criticism can multiply or even reduce in a
non-trash way), to lure and then ensnare everything in
a ring fence of its own normative terms. That said, even
the hyperaesthetic doesn’t always fare well in the history
of Poetic criticism where it is often deemed hollow,
reactionary, and as not doing any work. This misses the
point. Certainly there are conservative incidents of
hyperaesthetic art...but...BUT...as we shall see, dichotomies
which underpin this phrasing of hyperaestheticism
continue to rob us of a means of resistance. Maybe this is
all obtuse. Obvious! Especially, bringing in a 60 year old
Sontag essay to talk about it but it’s so hard to gauge what
everyone knows and everyone doesn’t.
The Pastoral is always at odds with everything, even the
things meant to liberate it, like queer theory, or more to
the point the reception of queer theory.

By the way, The Pastoral, this one anyway, is Black.
The fact has been obscured for a long time.
One day The Pastoral bursts into the café and
immediately drops a few lexical faux-pas which make
Queer Theory turn red – they are embarrassed – someone
they respect, a Big Wig, is at the table, hence they are all
pretending to be poor, more than they usually do,
meanwhile The Pastoral, penniless, orders the most
expensive and elaborate cocktail on the menu praying
that Big Wig is paying or Queer Theory will at least deal
with it (...)
A digression on Woolf and some other white modernists
The pastoral is often held to be the domain of gay white
male writers like Ronald Firbank, and Denton Welch. In
fact, it is basically interchangeable with camp by some
definitions. But it’s not the same thing. The only woman
writer who appears on that famous list as a progenitor,
a creator, of camp, the novelist Ivy Compton-Burnett, is
certainly camp but isn’t really what you would call

pastoral. To throw in another term, another category,
Arcadianism has a lot to answer for here. Compton-Burnett’s
work is not arcadian although arguably appeals to arcadians:
stylised comedies of manners. Camply arch, but not
containing that arcadian ache which typifies a lot of the
pastoral.
Other writers like Woolf who don’t feature in Sontag’s
Notes are full of what could be called High Camp facets
and pastoral flashes flushes. Woolf’s simultaneously
marbleising and etherealising poetic prose is very arcadian
in character. For all its innovation, its modernism, it seems
on some level, an aesthetic one maybe, to resist modern life.
Think of how unlikely Clarissa Dalloway or Jacob drinking
Coke would seem. But other contemporary modernist
characters were drinking it. There’s something in that
unlikeliness though, which is wrapped up in our own
relationship to representations of modernity being
wrapped up in postmodern ideas of American brand
ephemera etc. Still, it’s sort of true...
Anyway, the connection between the likes of Woolf and
Firbank has gone largely unnoticed. They are presented
respectively, and separately, as the serious Bloomsbury
modernist and the frivolous (belated) fin de siècle
aesthete, something that keeps their work from due
comparison/association. Woolf’s prose, whilst doing a lot
of other things, harbours hyperaesthetic surface flecks
that betray deep schist pools which are glanced over in
favour of her cerebral granite. The wrong lighting doesn’t
help. It’s also understandable that amongst some there’s
been reluctance to label Woolf an aesthete when it’s still
hard enough for Woolfians to get their peers to think
of her work as warranting the full-range treatment men
like Joyce and Eliot elicit – the deep-dive hyper(con)textual
scholarship. Reading her in the light of an aesthete

might be considered an intellectual demotion amongst
those who’ve fought to show that passages which have
been glanced over or taken to be solely descriptive/
atmosphere-building contain, for example, considerable
anti-imperial whirlpools and a full gamut of classical
allusion and local history references. Granite, schists,
flecks, gamuts, whirlpools!
The fear of demotion to aesthete is of course rampant
with sexism and homophobia of the kind that was
actually levelled at Woolf during her lifetime by masculist
avant-gardists like Wyndham Lewis (who compared
her to Wilde – subsequentially framing her as a disciple
of Walter Pater). The privileging of whatever it is we
privilege over the aesthetic in Woolf means we are cut
off from those entire subterranean vaults, alive with
many a ‘hard, gem-like flame.’ Vaults! Woolf, after all,
developed the Pateresque sensational aspect, submerged
it in her prose and made it undergo various technical
aesthetic reactions in ways which have not yet been fully
taken measure of.
Her final novel, in many respects her most pastoral and
artificial – replete with butterflies, pageant costumes, flowers,
Wildean mise-en-abyme (art mirroring nature mirroring
art), its whip-wielding lesbian and porcelain-entranced
gay, is shot through with echoes of Firbank and
particularly his novel The Artificial Princess in which a
character called the Mistress of the Robes stages a play.
Woolf’s Between the Acts also features a play, and this is
staged by a Miss La Trobe. The correlation between these
names seems for a long time only to have been noted by
the novelist Brigid Brophy who asked if memory (residual
or otherwise) of The Artificial Princess caused Woolf
to ‘reassemble Firbank’s syllables and name the author
of her open-air play.’ Both characters, after all, stage their

performances in thoroughly efflorescent locations, both
are threatened by downpour, and both are made to directly
contemplate the chaos of the natural world in relation to
art. Both novels’ inner pageants are formally presented as
an ongoing splicing/flitting between stage, audience (both
include critics over whose shoulders we peek), and the
verdure-packed pastoral detail of the gardens. And, it turns
out, Woolf did read Firbank, something she mentions in a
letter. She was a fan – in spite of the men around her who
all found Firbank’s work too much or not enough.
The territorial splicing of such writers as Woolf and
Firbank props up the old narrative of high modernism
championing over the fin de siècle, a.k.a masc & virile
rigour defeating too-soft & too-dusty decadence. A similar
model of antipodal extremes might even be at play when
as I touched on earlier after defending ‘style,’ particularly
styles which do not gel with hermeneutic criticism,
Sontag says that abstract art which falls under this does
something different to, better than, the form-attentive
camp arts where the heavy involvement in style is apparently
not only perceived but ‘palpable,’ material. Literally too
much even though she has rightly and justly and carefully
decreed said thickness and thinness of all style to be
subjective. Even though she has just defended the
thick end of the spectrum. In 1960, Susan Sontag, onto
something, ends up arguing for ‘harmoniousness,’
echoing Neoclassical tracts such as Winckelmann’s which
endorsed ‘noble simplicity and sedate grandeur in gesture
and expression’ above all other art, and likewise dictated
that ‘beauty consists in the harmony of the parts.’
Today, over half a century later, this administered harmony,
prescribed invisibility/discreetness/stylessness/minimalism
set up in relation to an unwanted superfluity still passes
for good advice. Sontag, I don’t think, meant to dismiss

stylisation when she entered into describing it (after all
she goes on to write a whole essay on it/sculpt a critical
space for it) but this sort of thing happens. Comes down
on us all like a magic cloud...diverts us with bright beams
to the eyes...makes us forget...like a curse which takes over
and halts us...dazzles...close to defending, describing......then...
like a cloud we don’t even know...it might well happen to
this text.
The long story short is we are still not over a narrative
which has for so long been at play within the history
of styles – i.e. within the tripartite scheme of Modern,
Classical and Decadent.
Wherever a movement or period’s style has shifted
towards relative detail, intricacy, and stylistic excess, it is
usually ascribed to the last in the cycle, considered effete,
corrupt and awaiting to be triumphed over by the
purifying fire of a muscular new mode. Alternatively
when this usurping is by way of colonial or other
forms of Euro-supremacist intervention, these stylistic
attributes are allotted to a variant of the Modern period,
called the Primitive, in which hyperaesthetic work is
recast as the collected baubles of an Indigenous
unenlightened – the same will-to-ornament, style-involved
forms are now a matter of primacy, of gold-worship,
unchristian idols, image-loving barbarians who are
‘improved’ by a more noble, sometimes more refined
(never too refined) but ultimately more solid, balanced,
harmonious, sterilising and generative (virile) white body.
See Hegel, see Kant, see Adolph Loos, see Wyndham
Lewis. See them and listen up sweethearts: The
ornamental Black enbyfag hovering with aureole and
robes of goldfoil is a spectre which haunted them all. A
contraption they thought/felt looming in their brains. It
still is...I still am...They still are...she still is...he still is. Even

now. This diachronic slip magic in which we have sent
ourselves back, diffracted through centuries...my foil robe
was actually mother-of-pearlfoil.
So you can see how it is they who feared/fear the
Future and not arcadian fagz escaping into decorations on
porcelain, dust, sand, jewellery, froth...and into ideas bent,
made very crooked, twisted then pressed and pressed into
a substance several thousand times to make a pattern
that can be traced, or cause a general dazzle on taking in
its totality, without ever having to sink into the original
idea...which was so tedious...so deathly...so sticky there was
no way of actually surviving it.
Apparently, we’re already in the past and if we think
about it, we will register that a translucent tidal wave
passed over us and we’re now living in history. That’s
why we feel so contemporary all the time. Not for long,
darlings.

Q: Is it the Orientalism at play in that painting which
affronts you or secretly the actual aspect being
appropriated/embedded? i.e. the ornament or decorative
style being ‘lifted’ from Asian, African and Indigenous
artworks. Not the portrayal of the Black and Brown
bodies but the fact of them.
Only asking because I once overheard a white brocialist
dismissing work by a 17th Century Japanese artist as
‘orientalist’. Not the physical placement of it, not the
context: the actual object; and no, it wasn’t produced for or
under the colonial gaze. One can only presume he thought
it was by a white European artist; but what if there was
something else beneath this dismissal?
He is recalled to his own body’s uncomfortable relation
to power and consequently has compounded this over the
years into a value system that excises or attacks certain
kinds of style.
And/or:

So,
The narratival separation of:
aestheticism and modernism,
of Blackness and aestheticism,
of Blackness and modernism,
must play a strong part in the neglect of a Black Queer
hyperaesthetic modernist like Richard Bruce Nugent
who made the crossover of all these things so manifest as
to show them as not being crossovers at all.

His distaste of the decorative harbours a suspicion of the
‘feminine foreign’ legitimised by strands of leftist aesthetic
theory into which such (ultimately capitalist) suspicions
wormed long ago under the aegis of anti-capital. His
motive may contain a genuine racial vigilance but even
when it comes to works of Orientalism, it conveniently
allows him to re-enact the smashing of foreign idols he
finds monstrous and lascivious.
Q for brocialist: Likewise, is it just the capitalist nature of
that fashion magazine making you angry or is that anger
microscopically fairy-knotted with a hatred of aspects of
the Feminine represented visually, including the idea of
visuality. In other words, if weren’t for its being deemed

Feminine your vehemence would not be so vehement.
You are happy to let slide your blockbuster films, funny
adverts, multinational foodstuffs and other capitalist
paraphernalia that you recognise as such but doesn’t make
your blood boil for some reason.
A. (from the Brocialist): Is it just these petty threads
of identity you feel so beleaguered about or is it that
capitalism has such a hold on you in ways you can’t
imagine having twisted these threads and bamboozled
you into defending, of all things, a fashion magazine?
Q for Brocialist: Or it has a hold on you to the extent you
don’t realise you are largely attacking the co-opted aspects
within the magazine and not the capitalism of it. It relies
on you doing so.
A. from Brocialist...
And so on ad infinitum; in fact a theatrical backdrop rolls
down on the stage:
Scene 2 act II, Brocialist becomes hilarious and tragique all at
once, exactly like a John Waters or Ulrike Ottinger character
you can’t quite put your finger on.
Brocialist: Why you MEEK little capitalist bitch, put
down that filthy god damn fashion magazine!
You, in the voice of Tallulah Bankhead: Oh for godzake,
how many times do I have to tell you, I’m a communist
dahling! Just because
In the four corners of the room, by the way, are allegorical
figures currently invisible to You, in the voice of Tallulah
Bankhead and Brocialist. The figures are Queer Arcadia,

Black Utopia, Black Arcadia and Queer Utopia. They have
just sung a chorus about all being essentially the same. Queer
Arcadia clutches an old painting showing an ancient garden,
Black Utopia sports Afro-Futuristique apparel, Black Arcadia
holds

Splash! Scarlet ripples across the page!
The anti-monarchical electress of the revolutionary communist republic
was unable to read any more. The antique text was consumed by
red essence. Shee had dropped the quaint volume in hirre morning
vegan-blood consommé.
‘Egad! Crivens!’
Oh, but for a moment a passage or two, immersed in the clear red
waves, produced a strange effect, projecting beams over the ceiling of
the commiepalace so that she could read some rippling phrases:
On the theme of the Arcadian...diasporic relation...white queer
writers projected.......onto sites of class and race that were
simultaneously transgressive and also exploitative...Arcadian
longing.......is particularly...significance to diaspora.....as historically
as held appeal..................in radical...I don’t just mean fantasies of
Edenic past (but seeds of this passed down generationally)....but a
sense of loss......ancestral displacement...
But finally the antique pages dissolved like saltcrystal in the fake blood
broth.
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Shee looked about hirreself. No one seemed to have noticed the disaster.
All were entranced by that demagogue except her nearest neighbour.
So she now had to turn to the Mellow Princx, on the point of biting
into a fruitarian cheeseburger and profess, for the second time in hirre
life, an opinion:

The Princx finished chewing and said, mellowly,
‘There’s oftentimes something so creepy about the depiction of
the cows in the medium of oil and...But maybe that’s some sort of
uninterrogated prejudice...about English rural life...?!’
‘...?!’

‘You know I’ve never been fond of pastoral genre painting by which I
mean large canvases depicting green European landscapes with a cow
and a man or some sheep and a man or sometimes no man. What on
earth are they all on about? A stupid question, I know Mellow Prinx:
prodding into the aboutness of things is very silly sometimes...harks
back to capital and utility...But are they supposed to be appealing? I
try to imagine who finds them appealing and...become convinced that
the person has convinced themselves of the appeal...for reasons very
sordid because these landscapes are often desolate...except maybe a
solitary man and some sheep or a cow...I like landscapes...mountains...
or gardens...or cityscapes...I can see the appeal of and in all of these
things...but there’s something about the kind of pastoral image I have
in mind that’s uniquely sickening...and I like hyperromantic chocolate
box imagery that most people find nauseating...It’s not that...And I
like what some people think of when they hear the term pastoral, it’s
not that. You see I was just reading a freakish old book which was
blabbing on about the pastoral. In the title it said Black Pastoral...
and just seemed to be getting on to it and I have an inkling it meant
something altogether different.’
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‘Also,’ said the Mellow Princx, ‘Once my boyye-friend’s family at the
time played for me an ancient pastoral song on the audiogramme called
‘Greensleeves’ and I literally projectile vomited at the sound of it, it
was thoroughly embarrassing – but I wonder if there’s something to
do with what you’re talking about here.’
‘We’re going to have to take the soup to the commiepalace archive
and see if the machine can gargle it back into sentences because really
I think the book was talking about pastoral in different way entirely...’
They got up and exited the dining hall but not before the electress
gave the pale-glow demagogue a look of disgust.
Passing down the great tunnel, a carpet-lined glass hall suspended in
the clouds through which the sea could be glimpsed, they encountered
on the way The Holy Gardiner, The Unholy Gardiner, The Patron
Saint of Blinking, Ife, Jane, Yhdj9n3n (not everyone chose to adopt
a non-monarchical title), and of course, Soulmate from Hell II. They
had all just attended a morning lecture called History of Enby! in
Relation to Gentrification and were very excited.
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‘The lecture described where we are now, a place called Saltcoats, and
gave a history of the place before and after gentrification when the
marina was restored to look as it did in the Victorian period and a
seaside apartment cost several million in spite of the constant threat of
the waters.’

TBC
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ecorated hands placed down on a wooden table,

underneath her hands, that brings these sensations out of the

overpopulated with mismatched chairs. Sensations and the

woodwork. The air electric to reap content, its failure, how the

week’s torrent of memories begin, extending the number of tables

appointment ruptures into discontent, the practice of youthful

underneath the notebook, headphones & mobile. The Victorian

irresponsibility, the im/practice of sharing domestic spaces with

kitchen, the heat of the oven, lone, steam on the back door window;

strangers, the (re)enactment of one’s own traumas onto others. She

yellow light, dark out. The company of teatimes, bodies beginning

moves her hands to maintain the connection of the wood

to creep back through the house, echoing down the stairs, enter at

directly into the presence of memory again – the first autumn at the

the green doors. The volume of the kettle, those who congregate

long wooden table, those traces of the commonplace, abuses of

on the reclaimed furniture, a quality of the table itself. These are the

precarious domestics, recounted in processes of healing under the

sites of feminist, queer, trans belonging, production lines as chopping

home-made lampshade, the decorations of Halloween or Diwali or

boards, mutual aid shared out on plates. Another table, evening, café

Bonfire Night. Might all wooden tables link through the form of

lit, Soho, cheesecake, solitude, text, company of femmes, the sharing

feminist diaspora, the practices of collective care, mutual aid, the

of what may be in common. The night flowing, queer space, volumes

communal form, situating them into a constellation well wrought,

low, beverages, the glass window with flyers spread, the desiring that

shared, travelled like the spices that stain them? She thought of Sara

lies inside the red shop-front, the flag, these queer institutions of

Ahmed, of Kitchen Table Press, of Jin Haritaworn’s book, of how

years effaced in the narratives of progress, the quiet nights of caffeine,

this constellation could span backwards through the decades,

red wine, conversation, the afternoons of group meets, collations of

forwards to future formations, where we are holding each other

what becomes community.

together by what passes in and out of our mouths. A slice of cool air
swoops with the opening of the door. If she could be simultaneously
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Harsher: another domestic, an arm chair, the only one, wooden, green

in these four rooms, at three tables, in two cafés split by a decade and

velvet, a cheap MDF desk, the smallest dining table, the condensation

what is taken from precarious queers and our communal forms by

on windows – these moments of autumn turning out to winter with

the accumulations of capital / processes of gentrification and

the demise of daylight, September’s vast reductions, the rapid switch

displacement, could one also be at other kitchen tables, wooden

into wain of the early afternoons, falling onto the wooden table

tables one hasn’t experienced? Of one’s closest friend, 650 miles
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south across another border and sea, that of a long since passed

about the zine—the new zine? When they were already talking about

literary idol, that of the philosopher in the privilege of

feminism?

contemplation, asleep on the handicraft of liberal enlighten-

— I mean, we joked about putting kitchens in public squares
— But for real!—At least it would bring people together! Its so much

— Excuse me, but we have other customers who need this space, would

better when there are mouths to feed

you be able to move to the next table?

— And at least we can talk… how many times have we arrived at the
space where there’s supposed to be a conversation, and we end up

Lightened in tone, sanded. Solid. Her hands stretched flat, soft flesh

doing emotional labour. Educating privileged white cis guy

on firm.

academics, who don’t know the first thing about trans, or feminism,
or race, except that maybe they don’t know anything, and I— It’s literally the reassertion of a space of domination: my ignorance
]]]

(my right to extract your knowledge) is more important then
whatever discussion you would be having.
— [Sigh]

— Its impossible though, with all the tourists, everywhere

— Hold on, lemme wash my hands.

— The touristification...
— The screams, tears, the poses,

Holding. Wine. Talk. Drinking. A sofa (second hand, leather, worn).

— The intensity of the child crying, getting more agonising

An open plan kitchen – at least there’s more than one person in it.

— [Sighs]
— But this is how it goes, we get together around a table, a kitchen

Appropriation. Broadcast.

table, we talk while chopping vegetables, courgettes, chillies, where
else is there to talk?
— When we’re out, there’s always someone to overhear, a friend of an

]]]

agent, haha, remember when that random person stopped to ask us
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Take a chisel to write. Extract the words from the YouTube footage, the

trailing back 800 to 4000 years. The weight of these presences or

documentary or the video retrieved and uploaded from the

possibilities or potentials in our hands, felt upon our bodies, bound

archive, probably by Tourmaline in the New York Public Library. Or

and recast, fired with desire and rage and change and joy and

from Duberman’s Stonewall book of oral histories, the one that put

solidarity and care and isolation and love. The clay that calls out to

Sylvia [Rivera] back into circulation in 1994*, bought second-hand

our hands is the call of change of the body desired, the body

at Gay’s the Word or found on that small shelf covered in dust in the

possible.

bookshop on Coldharbour Lane, taken home and devoured in two
sittings upon the green velvet armchair. Or from the pdf of that text,

*I always remembered it as Duberman’s Stonewall that bought Sylvia

queens in exile, from the GENDERqUEER book, where

back into public memory, but it was actually a radio documentary by

Sylvia’s talking about how she felt in the different liberation groups,

David Isay, Remembering Stonewall, from Summer 1989. It

how queens were going to change the world; talking about what she

happens to also be online, https://storycorps.org/stories/remem-

was up to in 2000, bookended by her mother’s suicide and her own

bering-stonewall/.

death. Whichever it happened to be, retrieved and casted and pressed
into clay. The comment, cast by Jamie Crewe, is actually a citation
of Randy Wicker, too big to be held in one piece, which is apt – the

]]]

memories and legacies of trans life are always already in pieces –
undermined, broken, faulty, psychiatrised or discarded, but then
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stumbled into, reassembled or (re)remembered, pieced back together,

All that coheres around a communal table, a kitchen seating for ten,

scars carefully covered up with hair or foundation or graciously

the diverse array of reclaimed chairs, & what labours & maintains the

written across chests. The details are important, factually, for they

table together. Dinner bowls of feels we chop & offer to nourish, the

speak of what gets elided, for instance, where gay and trans liberation

solidification of friendship, proximity, love & its problematics. The

was always already anti-colonial Third World liberation from the get

lift & carry of voices, of passion & the burns of marginal life.

go; but the details aren’t what most of us need. The presence, the

Nightfall, condensed door, the singular oven, the fixtures past yet

possibility, the potential of a world trans’d, before us or after us,

here holding a scene together, DIY lampshade framing, animalia.
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Kettle epics & herbal array, the play of tunes that steam by. Winter’s

empire. Your version of sensations in the house is of chaos,

depth pulls a site of heat for bodies, pool vegetation & proteins to

overwhelm, disruption – how the volume of abusers could permeate

feast, ceremony, the alternative to familial. If the wind gathers towards

dinnertimes, feed arguments to disrupt. Speak of retreats, picnics on

this incline, if it falls outside at the darkness of garden, its affect

wooden floors, support on broken furniture, the remaking of rooms.

emerges familial. (Another time, it will peak, press/rock us into fear).

Memory rewilds, crevices & books layered in dust, frames not about

Floorboards extend the span of feet (as does materialism). Crescent

windows. Health splits out of reach here to piece. & Which love exits

yellow & green, racing out for the prospect of stability.

unscathed, given that the property relation may demand we all leave.

Small amalgams allow the prospect of opening. Meals, simplicity, run

Lay out what clouds the depth of our pores, what weighs down

memories backwards, substantiate new contexts, the bringing

bodies away from speech or text, gear-ground into rooms. The

together of queer & trans optimism / bodies, constellate what living

banality of production abstracts from such states, provided one can

that here may be fabricated.

maintain a relation with it (leaving the house, etc). On other nights,
words stream out of the sub/conscious, give out what substance

All that could cohere around a kitchen table. A (possible) politics

becomes nourishment of rest & dinner. (If this were at the collective

of foods, new socialities, how a communal form might be revealed

dinner table, would it be infused with snatches of conversation &

were this articu/late wood placed in public. What sensations, spirit,

others’ speech, the Frank O’Hara poem dashed off at the typewriter

conversation, sounds & tastes here become lived, the worlds & loves

of a party?) Soft, furious, crushed, playing deep in the animation of

crafted, feline insight shared. Context pours what words & forms

passions, creativity.

become communication, circles what affects co/here us to/gether.
So much has been drained from the vitality of us, losing perspective
on action & acting out.

]]]

You keep the recent past in perspective, when you didn’t know these
books, signposts of deviance within the rural, work under the wars of
51
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Solidarity. Substantiating a context, (being drawn into, materialised

Solid/airity. A process of sublimation. ‘All that is solid melts into

within) a social relation, with material and/or affective consequences,

air’ with the development of capitalist social relations, technological

those institutional or predictable, obscure or precarious.

advances, the payments of the compensation for abolishing slavery as
funding industrialisation. As developments in technology, the labour

A flow of white feminists through a stairwell, a low corridor, the chatter

market, tend to transformation of human & animal & ecological

of anticipation, life, the week, decompression, the necessary, relations, she

life, tending to migration to urban areas, to the possibilities of queer

is waiting for the moment of connection, finding, something to happen,

social forms, …, to a contemporary mediated by smart phones, Skype

to take one out of herself.

families & relationships, to our belonging in urban clusters & our
separations between them, how are the forms that might bind us, in

How the fabrics & thoughts, affects, sensations & knowledges of the

support, frayed & transformed, creating opportune, mediated forms

body materialise, the shape & movements & gestures & postures of

of solidarity through the digital – of love, to, through this – while

the body, the enactions & creations that emerge from the body, from

affecting the grounds of our possible belonging?

bodies together, the harmonies & dissonances, the banners, chants,
screams & arguments, the stakes, the dinners, what solidifies flesh or

Art can re/collect, reassemble moments too, of course, placing us

flesh into body or into personhood. What categories of being, what

beside each other and the work in the same room, assembling &

labelling denying humanity, what conditions of humanity are

maintaining & cathexting an emotional or aesthetics sense/ation

necessary for solidarity to emerge – or how solidarity can overcome

through which a world coheres. Belonging sediments back into us,

labellings, divisions, denials? Who does or might the day belong to

pleasure of the senses reoriented from the dayworld. Percepts & sounds

with such substantiations?

& memories occupying a mental space, having a profound physical
affect on the body.

]]]

But is this enough? What forms of social, cultural & material
organisation might be assembled even within the capitalist day world,
such that we could feed, enrich, maintain each other, make work
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together, break down the isolation of queers & other deviants such

sonic lack of verbal interaction that otherwise would invigorate &

that our mutual enrichment isn’t merely fragmentary, forgettable,

give meaning to the body. Although next to this lack of belonging,

disconnected? What oxygen might be borne, pressed, emitted into

this seeming absence of contact one might need is one’s agency, a

this context?

decision to remove oneself from lack of substance & nutrition, & to
leave, for better or under duress, to be near & with other bodies, sub/
cultures, possibilities.
]]]

But the distance is only false, right? The separations are maintained
through generational divides, hypervisibility & invisibility working in
The Well [of Loneliness] is, of course, isolation within the ruling

concordance, and with economics, there’s probably some older queer

class,** for one’s gender to be written upon the body such that

& trans folks in your town, & it’s schooling under Section 28 that

distance manifests as a material relation between oneself & others,

literally kept children in a vacuum.

oneself & workers. Queerness already irrevocable from the flesh. The
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distance of deviance, of one’s body & life adrift from the institutions,

The coming together, the group, the collective, even in a moment of

hetero-humanity (‘the human’ as emerged as a product of liberal

belonging that is yet to be, a moment of finding one’s photographs

enlightenment synonymous with the white male colonialist,

or writings in the hands of a richer, substantiating context, the

denying its extension to indigenous and Black folks, to people of

knowing that the distance will be closed down, transgressed, that the

colour broadly, & to animal and inorganic life), the institutions that

body will be held, even in the mere heat & sweat of others in one’s

permit social proximity, the sharing of resources already privatised

proximity. That there will be words & images etched & printed

(housing, food, care), the conjugation of matrimony etc. It is a

& spread over the gallery walls, that you will be gathered around a

distancing we queers are used to, which many of us have experienced,

table, hanging out in a living room, that there will be living. That

under conditions of duress & violence, pathologisation & misery, lust

genders will be adapted, transformed, invented, & cast off if needed.

& longing, within the town, the school or college, as silos of

That bodies can, & do & must, change. We look backwards to invent

onlyness. Distance as a physical proximity around the body, a

the future that we need & might yet need, to feel historical, in the
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hope that it can reach out & break through the isolation & vacuums

]]]

that we may find and have found ourselves in.
**If Stephen Gordon was brown, or poor, would s/t/he/y have

In the spring the foxes move into the shed off limits to humans.*** The

found the queer under/world or anti/world more easily, an

sofa at the foot of the garden, at the precipice of the shed zone –

alternative even to the professionalised discourses of inversion,

typically only circled by humans and animals to reach the composting

having likely ended up in an urban centre to sell labour? Would

bins behind – becoming their spot for preening, for catching more

Stephen’s life more closely resemble Jack Sheppard’s, as rendered in

rays than many of us sun-deprived queers, too anxious or hung up

Jordy Rosenberg’s Confessions of the Fox? These are speculations, not

to reveal our bodies to the light. They (the foxes), trying to make

historical arguments.

territory, mock the resident border collie, the collie trying to heard
them off his patch. Screaming matches with the neighbourhood cats
only matched by the screaming of problematic power grabs inside
]]]

the house. The urban fox, a fixture in this city, tends to look about as
bedraggled as the overworked-underpaid service sector worker. At
times, however, they flaunt & bask in the richness of their furs, a finer

Feta & spinach pie. Lentil cottage pie. Baked aubergine. Red pepper

guise than the office fodder, and a probably more varied diet despite

& tomato soup. Tandoori paneer. Dahl, poppadum, rice. Chickpea

perusing their waste. Anyway, the foxes get it on, kits appear beside

salad with tofu. Homemade pizza. Nut roast, roast potatoes & veg,

them on the sofa, their shade is New Orleans Scarlet Matte.

spouts. Tofu & vegetable stir-fry. Popcorn with nutritional yeast.
Beetroot salad. Mushroom carbonara. Jerk veg. Black bean chilli with

***Asbestos, thankfully, perversely, as this is an era in the south of

cornbread. Quinoa salad with grilled courgette and avocado.

England where, given the state of housing and its marketisation,

Vietnamese summer rolls.

people actually do resort to living in sheds. This is not to say the
house wasn’t overcrowded, although there was definitely room for
the foxes.
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becoming leaves held steadfast for a final moment. This home,
actually of the fox, the forest already cleared & disappeared for the
pursuit of the landed. Could the clay casts for well dressings become

But The Well speaks to us in our remoteness – the urban supply of

a means of trans/port, to speak backwards, what communal forms

water, of the communal assemblage, of desire, ebbs & flows

of casting & décor reveal in senses of belonging. Thought drifts to the

differently to that surrounded by the country, land (private &/or

(re)assembly of the kilns by the firth, a stones throw from the café

common), the soundscape of the open, the mutations of agriculture,

where this was written, ringed & fired & handled, figures dressed

the disappearance of birdsong, the limited array of faces & bodies

in heavy long aprons, hair tied back or cut short, bricks followed by

& lives for attachment. The supply is as deep as a musty, deco-print

fuel followed by day. We are hungry for rituals, placing us within

book, a source to sketch looks, neurosis, desires out, to flick, wallow

traditions of practices, enacting forms of creation & expression that

& forge what might feel like be/longing, piecing to/gether the

situate one hirstorically. The dream dissolves into winter bus stops,

coming otherness of a body.

tourists to be directed to the attractions, mud to be travelled. The
day might be beautiful when it appears.

In the spirit of divination, flatlands giving to richer topographies –
a Humberside minus its towns, port & estuary, rehabilitated dock
buildings for new public consumptions – dreaming the shift of

]]]

clementine curtains. The gallery appears. Eyes to patterns spiralling
by dots by impression as free as care shaping to bodied; as ideations
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as walking through visions of summer; as orange velvet turns to

Strategies for isolation. When functioning, collectivity teaches,

sensations of autumn, to mainland-scape turning to face its fall, to be

instructs & motivates us to orient our work, our attentions & care,

bared to a forest floor, the dash of living red tuft, for colour to

towards each other. These are strategies that can also be directed to

ultimately to fade. With a echo towards a cycle of production that

ourselves, especially those of us who struggle with feelings of self

completes belonging, we are left with symbols of multiplicities of

worth (having been told, literally & materially, that we are less

sex/es that appear like wise eyes, clay shapes becoming decorated,

valuable, less worthy of care, affection & love than others, those who
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shine with social capital & conformity to the neoliberal order). By

the hope it could leave something steadfast for us, something that

positing our own worth collectively, can we see it and refract the work

doesn’t evaporate with rent. To show we are more than our value,

that materialises as care – that is care – back towards ourselves?

more than the sum of our parts. To build something for a

Especially in this moment where ‘self-care’ has come to be a label to

community used to having little, used to having to rent its spaces,

stand in for the consumption of luxury commodities & forms of

used to watching their demolition with the progress and growth of

lifestyle (not that these are bad in themselves, or problematic as a

capital. To demonstrate the power of working together, materially &

reified form of care – the problem is their form or shape as

individually.

commodities).
To build something vibrant, which could help one weather their
She spends the dreaming day of being in a small house no/where; in

hardships, which could build friendship, queer family & love. To

practice she merely is isolate amid white urbanity. She makes batch of

know we are not alone, to fight isolation. To create space. To

one of the above dishes for herself, enough for three meals. The dishes are

assemble bodies around a table, standing out together in difference.

either washed or unwashed.

To assemble a space, lay claim on a house, out of forms of life
knowing that they will disappear and reappear, reinvented.

]]]

In the absence of a rich communal memory – in part an affect of
the turnover of bodies into (and out of) our communities, their (re)
constructions separating generations and identities, and by what was
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But why the need to bring ourselves together like this, to assemble the

once called ‘the tumblrization of everyday life’, the hope was to claim

collective, as volatile and intricate as a spider’s web, capturing light,

& purchase something for permanence. As communities with less

resource and ourselves? To feel a sense of belonging, sure, in a

wealth, lower wages, more precarity, less family (& less inheritance),

context where difference, deviance, and precarity may have denied

precarious queer & trans people are used to watching our homes,

a sense of home, be that a familial home or a geographic place of

places of congregation, even our days of celebration, disappear into

home. To pool the recompense of our labour sold for wages, in

the ground with the creep of capital, bulldozed &/or rendered to us
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as a spectacular image, no longer representing forms of belonging or

built around the table, the relationships, the drama in the dynamics

sensations of rupture, desire & release that we have needed or

(eg. butch – femme, abuser – survivor), the play in the present of

continue to need. We know that for things to be fired like the clay

traumas and deprivations past, the inequalities of wealth & work &

work moulded into permanence is potentially to risk the visions of

the need to not labour. They propose and announce their departure

beauty it gives form over time, but we also know that precarity leaves

together, a trio of a friend, her girlfriend and herself, co-authoring

us with little. Even between harm & trauma, even the memories of

an email, hiring a van, naïve melodies through a shared ceiling/floor,

our own ways of life may disappear, or the contexts of their

box supply, climbing the new stairs. However, despite all she had

understanding or in which they are heard may be left threadbare.

studied with the poets, with S. especially, of the decimation of the

But our bodies are what we’re left with when we walk out, with the

Paris Commune, the slaughter of the collective leaving Rimbaud’s

knowledge of what working this way may look like, still learning

heart, the cry of the collective-‘i’ collapsing back into singularity,

from generous & hard loves, hard work & moments of ease &

she wasn’t prepared for the first weeks, the sociality (or lack of it), of

togetherness, moments of rupture & stress & queer drama. Our

the new domestic norm – the absence of the shades & sounds of the

bodies worn out, energised, broken, loved, affirmed, held together

communal garden, the blue tits & bumble bees straddling each side

momentarily, rooted in new friendships, removed from lapsed

of her window, the slow rotations of space living, tended, reposed &

relationships. The weight carried on our backs, in cardboard &

disposed. The private dwelling was a home made in a smaller ways,

plastic boxes & suitcases drawn out on the mosaic hallway tiles, out

not through group emails and accumulations of hours deep cleaning

of the wooden front door.

the kitchen in one afternoon. Within it, a new division of socially
reproductive labour establishes itself according to need, supply,
gender, time, race, mutuality limited by size & location, labour
]]]

demands, ability, anxiety, education, purchasing power, change,
depression. Other anxieties & tensions dissolved with the wooden
floorboards of the house that had been left (their rooms occupied by
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But the anxiety & the powerplay & the meetings & the screaming.

other queers), & a smaller, perhaps richer array in love would

Small moments of organisation & shared work & the friendships

substantiate this new home as where she wants to be. & To travel on
64

the back of trauma & time diving into the surface of a wooden table
means that I guess I’m already there. The there long dissipated –
evicted with a sale at a doubled market value, to be split into quarters
for flats, sold off with the revocation of the license of the slumlord
who owned the place. Our hands continue to conjure such tables,
lifting up our wings even through isolation of necessity, even of
imposition of the right wing state.
Dwell longing to the home abandoned – fragments of love pale /
stretching through the curtains, damp / w/ cries, melodrama,
modernity
& all of where we are pushed
by the call, demand & dispersal of body

]]]
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